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It has been known for more than 30 years that the sensi-
tivity of auditory nerve fibers in mammals is correlated to
their spontaneous firing rate and that the variability of
these two properties is linked to the auditory system's
capability to reliably encode sounds with intensities span-
ning about 4 orders of magnitude [1]. However, neither
the origin nor the coupling of these properties is fully
understood. The key players at this early level of the audi-
tory system are the presynaptic active zone of inner hair
cells, the postsynaptic spiral ganglion neurons and effer-
ent synapses onto spiral ganglion neurons.

With experiments, we demonstrate pronounced variabil-
ity of presynaptic Ca2+ signals among different ribbon syn-
apses within single hair cells, e.g. in terms of
microdomain amplitude and voltage-dependence. We use
modeling to investigate how each of these components
could contribute to modify the spontaneous rate and sen-
sitivity. On the presynaptic side, the effect of varying Ca2+-
channel number, gating properties and density has been
explored. On the postsynaptic side, we vary active and
passive membrane properties in the afferent fiber, as well
as the strength of a tonically active or intensity-driven
feedback inhibition by the efferent fiber.

Parameters for the modeling of the hair cell ribbon syn-
apse are restrained by measurements from in-vivo and in-
vitro experiments, including fast confocal imaging of syn-
aptic calcium signals, current fluctuation analysis derived
calcium channel counts, STED-microscopy based calcium
channel cluster size estimates, as well as auditory nerve fir-
ing properties from single unit recordings. Although not
frequently considered in the literature, presynaptic
parameters are found capable of strongly influence spon-
taneous rate and sensitivity.
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